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Technique - Arpeggiated chords and legato playing

This work  appears deceptively simple being nothing more than a series of
arpeggiated chords in almost uniform three-quarter  time. However, this is an easy
étude to get totally wrong and as well as requiring 100% accuracy in the playing of
each chord, it also requi res proper  use of the sustaining pedal  in order  not to
smudge the melodic line. The rule for pedal  use in this work  is simple: if the left
hand chords are the same throughout  the bar, use the pedal;  if they’ re different,
don’ t use the pedal. Similarly, the arpeggiation of the chords throughout  the work
must be accurate and must not in anyway affect the tempo. Both left and right
hands must start  and finish each arpeggiation fully synchronised. Note also that  the
volume throughout  this work is fp or less (mostly p or pp), except for the forzando
markings that  appear  at the beginning of some phrases. This will also make the
playing of the arpeggiated chords more difficult and you will require a very light,
yet firm touch. 

The opening section (bars 1-16) is a simple two pairs of 4-bar  phrases with a
modulation from E flat major  to F minor. Learn this section fi rst, without  dynamics
to begin with and WITHOUT PEDAL, because it is very important  that  you are also
able to play these arpeggiated chords legato throughout. Once you have mastered
the notes, then you can add the dynamics and pedal  points.



The central  section (bars 17-32) expands the techniques learnt  in the fi rst section,
but  this time, as well as having to deal  with several  modulations, the transition
between each modulation is dependent  on accurate use of the pedal. These
modulations come very quickly (C flat minor, C sharp minor, E flat minor  and A
flat minor) and demand several  changes in pedal  points between tonic and
dominant. Getting these right  will make the return to the tonic at bar  26 all  the
more convincing and seamless. Notice also how the melody moves back and forth
between soprano and alto registers from bar  26 to 32 – another  example of how
complex this apparently simple work is.

The final  section (bars 33-54) is a reprise of the opening theme, but  as with all  of
Chopin’ s works, he inserts several  acciaccaturi  that  natural ly complicate the
figuration. These must be squeezed in accurately and delicately without  disturbing
the tempo and whilst sti ll  maintaining the legato of the melodic line. Only in the last
three bars can the volume be cranked up to forte for the final  arpeggiated chords –
but no accelerando please.


